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ABSTRACT
An optical fiber strain sensor with adjustable sensitivity is pro-
posed and demonstrated. The strain sensing setup employs a
fiber optic Michelson interferometer (sensing element) and an
extrinsic Fabry–Perot interferometer, in which both structures
excited the Vernier effect. By adjusting the cavity length of
the extrinsic Fabry–Perot interferometer, it is possible to con-
trol the M-factor. The set-up offers both sensitivity enhance-
ment and magnification mode, where the maximal sensitivity
is 4.38 pm/le (M-factor ¼ 2.3). This design improves the sen-
sor performance and its implementation is not intricate.
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Introduction

In the last decade, the Vernier effect has been demonstrated to be a versa-
tile technique to improve the performance of interferometric-based optical
fiber sensors. This effect is mostly achieved by interconnecting two fiber
optic interferometers, where the envelope of the interference generated
exhibits the capability to magnify the sensitivity of the interferometric-
based optical fiber sensor. Here, the M-factor describes the magnification
in terms of the free spectral range (FSR): M factor¼ FSRenvelope/FSRsensor.
Due to its outstanding sensitivity magnification characteristics, this
approach has been demonstrated for monitoring the refractive index,[1,2]

humidity,[3] temperature,[4,5] strain,[6] and curvature.[7]

Recently, numerous scientific reviews have provided detailed trends and
status of the Vernier effect.[8,9] In line with the literature, most works
employ two interferometers with similar free spectral range values. Most of
the previous papers employ interferometers where the FSR is fixed after the
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fabrication process; so it is possible to operate only with a fixed M-factor.
As a result, the sensor performance is limited by the bandwidth of the
employed light source; therefore, some measurements are not achievable.
Some signal processing techniques have been proposed to address this
undesired effect.[10] However, controlling the M-factor allows for a tunable
sensitivity, as well as for shifting direction control.[11]

Several strain fiber optic sensors based on the Vernier effect have been
proposed.[12–16] This particular interest is related to numerous applications
such as structural health monitoring, surgical procedures, and robotics.
Some research groups have attempted to increase the strain sensitivity in
interferometric optical fiber sensors by achieving a double-digit M-factor.[16]

Liu et al. used a parallel Fabry–Perot interferometer (FPI) configuration set
over a specific mechanical design with the maximal sensitivity close to
52 pm/le. One drawback of parallel or in-line Vernier configurations is ther-
mal affectation.
As a result, some groups have introduced compensation techniques.[12,15]

For a cascade Vernier effect, Gomes et al. interconnected two Fabry–Perot
interferometers fabricated with different materials.[12] Zhao et al. used a
fiber Bragg grating (FBG) to discriminate thermal affectation.[15] Although
both works achieved temperature compensation, the strain sensitivity in the
latter paper is higher (1 nm/le).
It is essential to mention that not only the Fabry–Perot interferometer

has been employed for strain sensors based on the Vernier effect.
Parallel and inline configurations based on optical loop fibers are also
alternatives to improve the sensitivity.[14,17,18] The fiber loop length con-
trols the magnification by modifying the optical path difference with a
fiber loop. These optical fiber sensors provide a sensitivity of approxi-
mately 45 pm/le.[17]

The present work describes an optical fiber sensor based on a fiber-optic
Michelson interferometer (FOMI) and an extrinsic Fabry–Perot interferom-
eter (EPFI) for strain sensing. Both structures induced the Vernier effect.
The extrinsic Fabry–Perot interferometer provides control of the free spec-
tral range so the M-factor may be tuned. The FOMI offers an initial sensi-
tivity of 1.9 pm/le, similar to typical fiber Bragg grating sensors. By
altering the free spectral range of the EFPI, the sensitivity of the FOMI is
improved to 3.2 pm/le. As the cavity length of the EFPI is reduced, the
sensitivity of the FOMI reaches 4.38 pm/le.

Table 1. Intensity values of Eq. (2).
a X1

2 Y1
2þX1

2 Y2
2þX2

2þY1
2þX2

2Y2
2

b 2(Y1
2þY2

2) X1X2
c 2(X1

2þX2
2) Y1Y2

d X1X2 Y1Y2
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Experimental

A schematic of the set-up to control the sensor performance is shown in
Figure 1. The 99/1 optical fiber coupler (OFC) splits the light from the
broadband source (BBS). The EFPI was set at the 99% output port, and the
FOMI is located at the 1% arm. The spectrometer monitors the reflection
spectrum that is generated by the interaction between the FOMI and
the EFPI.

Principles of operation

The two interferometers described above were employed to control the
Vernier effect. Figure 2 shows the FOMI structure. This interferometer is
based upon the splice point between the HI1060FLEX and the SMF-28
fibers. The mismatch core generates both core and cladding modes that
travel through the SMF-28 length (25 cm). This distance is the effective
length (L). At the end of the optical path (L), the flat end-face fiber reflects
both modes that generate the interference reflection spectrum. Considering
this response and the literature, we assume that the optical fiber structure
acts as a Michelson interferometer.[19–23] The fabrication and the principles
of operation are detailed in reference.[24]

The EFPI is composed of two flat-end fibers (Figure 3). The distance
between both fibers (D) generates an air cavity. When the incident light

Figure 1. Schematic of the optical fiber arrangement employed to control the Vernier effect.
The light from the broadband source (Superlum, SLD-521-HP-PM) is sent to the optical fiber
coupler (Thorlabs, TW1064R1A2B) and to the extrinsic Fabry–Perot interferometer and the fiber
optic Michelson interferometer that is fixed by magnets (M). The X–Y–Z translation stages
(Melles Griot, 17AMB003/MD) control the EFPI cavity and the FOMI strain. The spectrometer
(Advantest, AvaSpec-3648) records the interference reflection spectrum from both
interferometers.
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arrives at the flat-end optical fiber, the first reflection (R1) occurs that is
related to the silica–air reflective index interface. The rest of the transmit-
ted light is reflected at R2 by the air–silica refractive index change. The
Fresnel relation describes both reflections, and the structure is a typical
one-layer Fabry–Perot cavity.
The relationship between the incident electric field (Ein) and the output

electric field (Eout) from both optical fiber structures is governed by
Refs.[11,25]:

Eout ¼ EinðX1e
j2pnCoLeff =k þ X2e

j2pnCldLeff =kÞðY1 þ Y2e
j2pnDD=kÞ (1)

where X1 and X2 are the normalized components of the core and cladding
modes generated by the FOMI; nCo and nCld are the effective refractive
indices of the core and cladding modes; Leff is the effective length; Y1 and
Y2 are related to the intensity reflections generated by the EFPI; D and nD
are the cavity length and refractive index, respectively; and k is the free
space wavelength. The reflected intensity is described by Refs.[11,25]:

IR ¼ aþ bcos Duð Þ þ csen Dbð Þ þ d cos Duþ Dbð Þ þ cos Du� Dbð Þ½ � (2)

The terms employed in Eq. (2) are identified in Table 1. X1 and Y1 cor-
respond to the coupling ratio of the modes in the FOMI,[11] while X2 and
Y2 are related to the reflections generated at the refractive index interface
of the EFPI.[25] The Du (4pðnCld � nCoÞLeff =k) and Db (4pnDD=k) are the
phase differences of the FOMI and the EFPI, respectively. The free spectral
range of the EFPI and the FOMI is described by Refs.[24,26]:

FSREFPI ¼ k1k2
2nDD

(3)

FSRRBI ¼ k1k2
2ðnCld � nCoÞLeff (4)

where k1 and k1 are two consecutive minima of the interference reflection
spectrum. The free spectral range of the envelope generated by the interfer-
ence reflection spectrum is equal to Refs.[8,9]:

Figure 2. Optical fiber Michelson interferometer. The interferometer is fabricated by splicing a
thin core (HI1060FLEX) fiber and conventional single-mode fiber (SMF-28).
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FSRenvelope ¼ FSRFOMIFSREFPI

FSRFOMI�FSREFPIj j (5)

Under these conditions, the Vernier effect controls the sensitivity by the
magnification factor (M-factor) by [8,9]:

M � factor ¼ FSRenvelope=FSRFOMI (6)

The inference reflection spectrum of the FOMI is shown in Figure 4 in
which two main FSRs are generated by the wavelength range of the BBS
(Eq. 3). Furthermore, by using the fast Fourier transform, information is
obtained about the FSR (FSR ¼ 1/spectral modulation peak). The
FSRa¼12 nm corresponds to peak-a (0.079); meanwhile, peak-b (0.11) gen-
erates the FSRb¼9 nm. It is important to note that the reflection spectrum
is noisy. Consequently, other frequencies appear in the Fourier spectrum
(see the red points); these frequencies correspond to high-order modes,
BBS noise, and coupling losses.
When the EFPI cavity is formed by altering the distance using XYZ-A

and XYZ-B in Figure 1, the interference reflection spectrum changes
(Figure 5 inset), and new spectral modulation components are formed. The
noisy effect disappears as the reflection intensity increases at the 99% port.
Moreover, by modifying the cavity length of the Fabry–Perot cavity, it is
possible to control the FSR, and the frequency components may be shifted
(peak-f and peak-e). Consequently, it is possible to control the M-factor
(Eq. 6). The cavity length of the EFPI may be estimated using the peak
component value; however, the peak components are used to estimate the
M-factor (Eq. 6). As described above, the FSR ¼ 1/spectral modulation
peak, so Eq. (5) may be expressed by:

Penvelope ¼ PEFPI�PFOMIj j (7)

where PEFPI and PFOMI are the spectral modulation peaks generated by the
EFPI and the FOMI. Therefore, the enveloped signal is represented by the
Penvelope. Hence, the envelope is formed as the difference between these
peaks decreases and a maximal free spectral range of the envelope signal is

Figure 3. Extrinsic Fabry–Perot cavity configuration.
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observed. However, when the difference between PEFPI and PFOMI is
close to zero, the Vernier effect is not measurable.

M � factor ¼ PFOMI= PEFPI�PFOMIj j (8)

Results

The spectral response of the FOMI as the strain increases is shown in
Figure 6 where the effective length of this interferometer is 25 cm. The
spectrum is shifted to shorter wavelengths. The total wavelength displace-
ment of the peak centered at 983 nm is close to 4.5 nm, and the sensitivity
is 1.9 pm/le. This wavelength shift is related to the effective refractive index
change of the high-order mode excited at the FOMI structure.[24]

The sensing element is set at the 1% port, and hence the reflection signal
is noisy. Two alternatives may be implemented in the future: the use of an
optical fiber coupler with higher coupling ratio or a reflective thin film at
the end of the MOFI. Figure 7 shows the strain response after two round
trips in the forward and backward directions. The sensitivity shows a min-
imal variation (0.3 pm/le) during these processes. This variation is due to
the noisy response at the 1% port.
Furthermore, a hysteresis variation close to 1 nm and an R-adjusted

square of 0.9445 were obtained. However, these parameters need improve-
ment. The sensing is carried out using the 1% port and the noise affects
the sensitivity. The results reported in this work were conducted at room
temperature.
As shown in Figures 5 and 8, the spectral components of the FOMI

remain in the same range (peak-h and peak-i) when the parameter D of

Figure 4. Optical fiber Michelson interferometer spectrum and its fast Fourier transform.
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the EFPI is modified. Due to the peak proximity, the FOMII peak compo-
nents undergoes minimal change in the Fourier spectrum. The
FOMIþEFPI1 spectrum is the result of all spectral components (peak-g,
peak-h, peak-i, and peak-j). These spectral components are related to the
upper envelope, where two FSR may be observed (see Figure 9). As a
result, there effectively are two Vernier effect situations[9,11]: sensitivity
reduction and enhancement.
The Vernier reduction occurs via the interaction of peak-h (0.091 nm�1)

and peak-j (0.19 nm�1). Using Eq. (8), the M-factor is �0.9. However,
spectral components peak-g (0.068) and peak-i (0.1156) provide an M-

Figure 5. FOMI and EFPI interaction with their wavelengths and modulation frequency spectra.

Figure 6. Strain response of the FOMI.
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factor of �1.6. The magnification is shown in Figure 10. The wavelength
shift direction of the FSR, generated by the components peak-g and peak-I,
is observed in the same direction as the initial FOMI. Furthermore, the
total wavelength shift of the envelope is 7 nm. As a result, a sensitivity close
to 3.2 pm/le was achieved. In addition, considering the relationship M-factor
¼ Senvelope/SFOMI,

[8,9] the M-factor is equal to 1.6; this value is similar to the
value calculated using Eq. (8).
Figure 11 shows the sensitivity analysis was repeated twice in the forward

and backward directions. The analysis shows a sensitivity variation around
0.1 pm/le and an exponential response. In addition, the analysis indicates a

Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis considering two rounds (Rn) in the forward (Fr) and backward
(Bk) directions.

Figure 8. Fourier and reflection spectra for the FOMI sensitivity enhancement.
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minimal path variation of 0.6 nm and an exponential response with an R-
adjusted square of 0.9926. Hence, the performance of the sensor
is improved.
As the cavity length of the EFPI is reduced, the intensity of the peaks

modifies the spectral components (Figure 12 inset). Here, peak-l is gener-
ated by the intensity contribution of several peak components with similar
position. As in the previous case, the components related to the FOMI
undergo a slight shift (peak-i¼ 0.066). It is important to stress that several
peak components generate the upper envelope spectrum (Figure 12). As it

Figure 9. Envelope signal generated by the FOMI and an EFPI (FOMIþ EFPI1).

Figure 10. Wavelength shift of the envelope as the strain increases using the FOMIþ EFPI1
interaction.
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can be appreciated in the upper envelope, one FSR is limited due to the
bandwidth of the BBS. Next, the FSR was analyzed at shorter wavelengths
(Figure 12).
The same strain analysis presented in the sensitivity enhancement was

carried out using the envelope signal in Figure 12 inset. Figure 13 shows
that the envelope shifted to longer wavelengths as the strain increased,
which indicates magnification.[9,11] The maximal wavelength shift is 13 nm
where a sensitivity of 4.38 pm/le is achieved. The M-factor is 2.3, and this

Figure 11. Sensitivity repeatability response of FOMIþ EFPI1 after two rounds (Rn) in the for-
ward (Fr) and backward (Bk) directions.

Figure 12. Fourier, reflection, and envelope spectra of FOMIþ EFPI2.
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value corresponds to the peak-l (0.13 nm�1) and the frequency compo-
nent (0.073 nm�1).
The last component is not a peak; however, its contribution is close to

the peak-k. The magnification value agrees with Eq. (8) and the relation-
ship M-factor ¼ Senvelope/SFOMI.

[8,9] The maximal hysteresis observed after
two consecutive round trips is 1 nm (Figure 14). Furthermore, the maximal
sensitivity variation is close to 0.25 pm/le and the R-adjusted square value
is 0.9947. These experiments were carried out at room temperature, as the

Figure 13. FOMIþ EFPI2 strain envelope response.

Figure 14. FOMIþ EFPI2 sensitivity response of two rounds (Rn) in the forward (Fr) and back-
ward (Bk) directions.
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main purpose of this work is to demonstrate the ability to control the
M-factor.
Another goal of this work is to demonstrate a technique to control the

sensitivity. Hence, the temperature analysis is not fully reported. However,
detailed information about the FOMI strain–temperature cross-sensitivity is
available in reference.[24]

Conclusions

The performance of a strain fiber optic Michelson sensor was improved
using an extrinsic Fabry–Perot interferometer. The combination of both
interferometers excited the Vernier effect, and by adjusting the cavity
Fabry–Perot cavity, it was possible to control the M-factor. The initial con-
ditions of the FOMI were sensitivity of 1.9 pm/le, R-adjusted close to
0.9445, and hysteresis of 1 nm.
Next, by reducing the cavity length, the M-factor was affected, allowing

the enhancement of the sensitivity. The strain sensor provides a sensitivity
of 3.2 pm/le, an exponential response with an R-adjusted close to 0.9926,
and minimal hysteresis of 0.6 nm. The sensitivity was increased by 1.6-fold,
and the sensor performance parameters were improved. The magnification
of the sensitivity was achieved when the cavity of the EFPI was smaller
than the enhanced device. The magnification mode offers a sensitivity of
4.38 pm/le which is 2.3 times higher. The reported design allows the con-
trol and improves the initial sensing characteristics and may be incorpo-
rated into multiple interferometric optical fiber-based structures.
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